We are Elektrobit

Our software moves the world

Elektrobit is an award-winning, visionary global supplier of embedded and connected software products and services for the automotive industry.

We offer flexible, innovative solutions for car infrastructure software, connectivity and security, automated driving and related tools, and user experience.

In addition to our engineering services, we provide end-to-end automotive cyber security solutions with our partner Argus.

As a trusted partner of the world’s leading car makers and suppliers, we have been pioneering software solutions for the automotive industry for over 35 years.

Our recent contributions span software integration for Ford SYNC and a revolutionized vehicle infrastructure architecture for the Volkswagen ID.3 to innovations in user experience and infotainment components for Sony Honda Mobility’s AFEELA prototype.

Welcome to the future of mobility. Head to our website elektrobit.com for more success stories.

Company key facts

- Ranked as top 3 automotive software companies in Germany two years in a row by Focus Money
- Spans three continents and twelve countries with 24 offices worldwide
- More than 4000 Elektrobit employees, and over 500 in our e.solutions GmbH joint venture

Most likely we have been driving together.
More than 600 million vehicles with over 5 billion embedded devices.
Our products

**EB corbos**
Adaptive AUTOSAR basic software, Linux operating system, hypervisor, operating system, and integrated development environment for HPCs

**EB tresos**
AUTOSAR-compliant basic software, hypervisor, operating systems, and tools for ECUs

**EB zoneo**
Efficient and reliable solution for safe, scalable, and secure in-vehicle communication

**EB zentur**
Automotive software solutions & development for end-to-end security

**EB cadian**
Vehicle life cycle management for connected cars through software updates over the air

**EB robinos**
Hardware-agnostic software components for automated driving

**EB Cockpit System Solutions**
Solutions for intelligent automotive digital cockpits

Our headquarters is in Erlangen, Germany.

Other office locations:

**Austria** | Wien  
**Finland** | Oulu  
**France** | Paris/Carrières-sur-Seine | Toulouse  
**Germany** | Berlin | Braunschweig | Radolfzell | Stuttgart | München | Ulm  
**China** | Beijing | Shanghai  
**India** | Bengaluru  
**Israel** | Tel Aviv  
**Japan** | Nagoya | Tokyo  
**Korea** | Seoul  
**Mexico** | Querétaro  
**Romania** | Brașov | Timișoara  
**USA** | Seattle | Silicon Valley | Detroit  

elektrobit.com